Glowfly® Universal Hot
Surface Igniter
Replace Almost Any Igniter With Just One Glowfly
Now, it’s easier than ever to replace a hot surface igniter with Glowfly® from
Honeywell Home. Glowfly is compatible with a wide range of brands and even
the oldest furnaces. It’s easy to maneuver in tight spaces, making jobs smoother
for you. So, streamline replacements and stock up on one universal hot surface
igniter: the convenient Glowfly from Honeywell Home.

Installs Made Fast and Flexible
Simplify Your Stock With Universal Compatibility
The Glowfly hot surface igniter is all about simplicity. First, it greatly reduces your
inventory needs because it’s the only hot surface igniter you need to stock. Then it
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simplifies the job itself through quick installation even in tight chambers. Use the
Glowfly Pro when a larger igniter is needed.
1.36"

Tougher Technology Helps Reduce Replacements
Silicon nitride is a second-generation material that’s far more durable
than OEM igniters, making Glowfly less prone to breakage when used in
challenging installs. The technology can even be used in the oldest furnaces.

Easier Fit, Faster Job
Glowfly is designed specifically for service replacement jobs, enabling
quicker service calls.

Single Units and Convenient 6-Packs
Always be prepared with Glowfly’s unique truck-ready 6-pack.

Strong Warranty, Reputable Company
Glowfly is backed by a 3-year warranty from Honeywell Home.
Glowfly

Custom Brackets for Flexibility

Glowfly Pro

Every Glowfly includes 6 custom mounting brackets with 7 configurations, making it easy to replace 110+ igniters from nearly
every furnace manufacturer. The Glowfly packaging provides visuals to match the correct bracket to the igniter being replaced.

Also find a complete Cross-Reference Guide at bit.ly/Glowfly
GLOWFLY

GLOWFLY PRO

MODEL #

DESCRIPTION

MODEL #

DESCRIPTION

Q3200U1004/U

Single unit

Q3205U1107/U

Single unit

Q3200U2001/U

Six pack

Q3205U2105/U

Six pack

For more information
800.468.1502
forwardthinking.honeywellhome.com

Resideo Technologies, Inc.
1985 Douglas Drive North
Golden Valley, MN 55422
resideo.com

Custom Mounting
Brackets Included
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